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 Domestic violence is violence or other abuse that occurs in a domestic 

setting, such as in a marriage or cohabitation. Domestic violence is often used as a 

synonym for intimate partner violence, which is committed by one of the people 

in an intimate relationship against the other person, and can take place in 

relationships or between former spouses or partners. In its broadest sense, 

domestic violence also involves violence against children, parents, or the elderly. 

It can assume multiple forms, 

including physical, verbal, emotional, economic, religious, reproductive, or sexual 

abuse.  

 (Read some of the scenarios)  When we enter a relationship with a partner 

or when they did, it was not the partner that stood over them on the day they 

ultimately took their life.  Most abusers are very sweet and loving initially.  They 

rarely show their controlling, manipulative ways until they are fully engaged in 

the relationship which makes it much harder for the victim to identify what is 

going on.  Often excuses are made – they were having a bad day, they drank too 

much this one time, its so unlike them – it must be something I did.  And generally 

things escalate over time until in some cases, it is extremely difficult for the victim 

to get out and the perpetrator to accept what they’ve done and that they need 

help.  Why?  Because many times, as it progresses, friends/family members see 
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what’s happening but they don’t confront the abuser.  They remain silent – they 

might talk to the victim – why don’t you leave him?  But that is just not enough. 

 We as a society have allowed this kind of behavior to perpetuate.  We 

certainly have not done enough to protect women and children in these 

situations.  In most cases where homicide occurs, that is not the first time law 

enforcement has been involved.  So what are we missing here?  Is there more we 

can do as a community or as a friend?  With 1 in 3 women victims of abuse, it is 

very likely we all know someone living in a violent family situation.  Intimate 

partner violence accounts for 15% of all reported violent crimes – 15%!  And we 

know many victims do not report.  The presence of a gun in a domestic violence 

situation increases the risk of homicide by 500%.  And data from U.S. Crime 

Report suggests 1 in 5 homicide victims are killed by an intimate partner. 

 Our scripture from 2 Timothy tells us to proclaim the message…proclaim 

the Gospel.  Proclaim…to declare officially or publicly.  The exact words of our 

scripture are “convince, rebuke, encourage”.  I’m not certain I hear a whole lot of 

proclaiming…declaring officially and publicly the Word of God.  But Timothy goes 

on to remind us of Paul’s words…”be persistent…and proclaim with the utmost 

patience….in teaching.”   

“  For the time is coming when people will not put up with sound doctrine, but 

having itching ears, they will accumulate for themselves teachers to suit their own 

desires, and will turn away from listening to the truth and wander away to myths 

(2 Timothy 4:3-4).” 
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 As we take this pause today to recognize family violence within our own 

lives, within our community and the world, has this led to some of the darkness 

we see within our families?  What do I mean by this…For the time is coming (has 

come) when people will not put up with sound doctrine.   There are many rival 

religious narratives out there.  I watched a documentary on Netflix called the Sins 

of the Mother.  You might recall the story where a women went to Hawaii with 

her new love interest and suddenly her two young children go missing.  She had 

an older son from another marriage and her lover’s wife suddenly died and 

ultimately they find that the two children were murdered by one of them, by both 

of them and so was his wife.  They did all of this in the name of the Mormon 

church saying they were called to a higher purpose.  Other rivals…television, 

movies – filled with violence and if a family is church going, they are portrayed as 

weird.   

 But this is not a scripture of bad news – quite the contrary.  Paul is 

reminding Timothy of what we CAN do in a world like this.  “All scripture is 

inspired by God and is useful for teaching, for reproof, for correction, and for 

training in righteousness, 17so that everyone who belongs to God may be 

proficient, equipped for every good work.”  So for those of us who dive into 

scripture and surround ourselves with others who do, it seems we are in a good 

position to patiently, lovingly encourage…so my question, do you?  When you see 

someone falling off – not living in a righteous manner – maybe not being the 

loving partner they should be to someone, do you say something?  And then what 

do you say?  Aren’t we worried that what we say might actually get the victim in 

worse trouble?  That’s not a little thing.  How can we actually help? 
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• Approach the person at a time and place that is safe and confidential. 

• Start by expressing concern, such as, I am worried about your safety, I 

am concerned someone is hurting you. 

• Take the time to listen and believe what they say. 

• Communicate that you care about their safety, that they do not deserve 

to be hurt, and that the abuse is not their fault. 

 

On average, a victim will leave or attempt to leave  7-10 times before they are 

able to.  So many barriers can be in their way – housing insecurity, employment, 

safety, child care…and speaking of children – we must not forget them and how 

living within these walls effects them.  Maybe you grew up in a family violence 

situation.  They don’t get enough sleep – they worry constantly – how can they 

really math when they’re so worried about what it’s like at home. 

• 5 million children witness domestic violence each year in the US.  40 million 

adult Americans grew up living with domestic violence. 

• Children from homes with violence are much more likely to experience 

significant psychological problems short and long-term. 

• Children who’ve experienced domestic violence often meet the diagnostic 

criteria for Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and the effects on their 

brain are similar to those experience by combat veterans. 
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• Domestic violence in childhood is directly correlated with difficulties 

learning, lower IQ scores, deficiencies in visual-motor skills and problems 

with attention and memory. 

• Living with domestic violence significantly alters a children’s DNA, aging 

them prematurely 7-10 years. 

 

We know domestic violence is a terrible problem.  Can our faith really be a help?  

Our Psalm speaks to desperate situations such as these, doesn’t it…it starts with 

that question…”From where will my help come as I look to the surrounding hills?”  

That must be how desperate it feels for them.  This Psalm remembers pilgrimage 

to worship at the Jerusalem temple in Zion.  The title reflects the need to ascend 

or go up to the temple to worship.  The poetry of the psalm is in figurative 

language asking the question of who will protect the pilgrims who must pass 

through mountains, hills, cliffs and other dangerous lands.  They must navigate 

enemy territory.  Who will protect them? 

I love this analogy as we talk about this difficult topic and perhaps any serious 

situation we find ourselves in.  When we approach things like this in life, we must 

look at where we would like to end up but understand that the process is as much 

a part of who we are and who God is as is the end result.  In other words, the 

journey to freedom, the journey to healing is something that can take time and 

every step, no matter how small, we take in the direction of wholeness is part of 

our own pilgrimage.    
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God stands on the mountain, before the mountain, through the mountain – God 

wants to journey with us but there are so many parts of our society that have a 

total absence of God – in their thought process, in their decisions, in their 

behaviors.   

Our society in many ways has a general disregard for the teachings of Christ.  And 

these terrible tragedies we hear about way too frequently- two terrible violent 

ends for two families that we know of because they were reported by the 

media…we have so much to grow to from here.   

As much as I hate to say this – there have been times in our history as a faith 

where a victim has gone to their church or their priest or pastor and were 

dismissed and told to be more obedient.   

Scripture…Timothy tells us that all scripture is a means by which God can breathe 

life and faith and hope and love and forgiveness into people.  Proclaim…declaring 

publicly faithfully and trusting.  Humble and unashamed and above all filled with 

love. 

So let’s let God breathe on us…through the Word. 

“Proclaim the message; be persistent whether the time is favorable or 

unfavorable; convince, rebuke, and encourage, with the utmost patience in 

teaching. 3For the time is coming when people will not put up with sound 

doctrine, but having itching ears, they will accumulate for themselves teachers to 

suit their own desires, 4and will turn away from listening to the truth and wander 

away to myths. 5As for you, always be sober, endure suffering, do the work of an 

evangelist, carry out your ministry fully.” 
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May God put an end to family violence and deliver any child living in fear right 

now to someone who can help them, protect them and lead them to a life that a 

child is supposed to have.  We must break these cycles that create generational 

violence with families and within our communities. 

“I lift up my eyes to the hills— from where will my help come? 

2My help comes from the LORD, who made heaven and earth. 

3He will not let your foot be moved; he who keeps you will not slumber. 

4He who keeps Israel will neither slumber nor sleep. 

5The LORD is your keeper; the LORD is your shade at your right hand. 

6The sun shall not strike you by day, nor the moon by night. 

7The LORD will keep you from all evil; he will keep your life. 

8The LORD will keep your going out and your coming in from this time on and 

forevermore.” 

 

Amen. 


